POLES & CUPS
closet pole + cups

FEATURES
- Pole and cup coordinates perfectly with other TAG accessories with color and quality
- Features metal construction and a beautiful anodized finish
- Mounts directly into the standard system holes and can be easily repositioned

DESCRIPTION & SPECIFICATIONS
The classic Closet Pole coordinates perfectly with other TAG accessories, with color and quality matched to the entire collection.

SIZE & CAPACITY | 96”

AVAILABLE FINISHES
Matte Aluminum, Polished Chrome, Matte Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze, Matte Brass, Polished Brass.

INSTRUCTIONS & SPECIFICATIONS
STEP 1: Cut the closet pole to suit the customers application.
STEP 2: Mount both pole cups into system holes at the desired height.
STEP 3: Insert one end of the pole into the closed cup.
STEP 4: Drop the other end into the open cup.

FINISH CODE (FIN)
- Matte Aluminum (MAL)
- Polished Chrome (CR)
- Matte Nickel (MNL)
- Oil Rubbed Bronze (ORB)
- Matte Brass (MBS)
- Polished Brass (BS)

POLE
- 300.3040.xxx

POLE CUP
- 300.3030.xxx

DIMENSIONS
- Pole: 96”
- Wardrobe Pole Ø 1 5/16”
- Pole Cups 32mm

SPECS
- LENGTH: 96”
- FINISH:
  - Polished Chrome
  - Matte Nickel
  - Oil Rubbed Bronze

OPTIONS
- Use 2 Pole Cups 300.3030 to mount the closet pole.

FINISHED PRODUCT